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Image Sampler: 

 
              1. Raphael Head Studies         2. Leonardo: Study of Woman's Head        3.  Michelangelo Studies 
 

Tips  Creating your own Renaissance Portrait: 
 

•  Remember where the light falls, it "sculpts" the face; creates highlights and shadows 
 

•  Use "crosshatching" lines to build up density in shadow areas, by reworking the area over and over, but lightly. 
 

•  Work with Basic Paper settings in Painter first, until you understand how media fills the gaps and textures of paper.   
   Also work in white paper mode which becomes transparent when printing on your own handmade papers 
 

•  Always work your brushes in low opacity, this allows you to build your own "texture" of brushstrokes.   
 

•  Try to use 100% rag papers for authentic feel.  And work with paper weights under 114 lbs., preferably 90 lbs.   
   Heavier papers will get stuck in your printer. 
 

•  Upon review of drawings and paintings , I've found the eyes always have been "off camera."  Meaning, no direct eye  
   contact. 
 

The Recipe:  
1.  Shoot on White background, with single light source like a softbox with a reflector 
2.  Prep image first in Photoshop:  
    1. Desaturate the image  2. Adjust contrast  3. Apply Color Balance:  +100 Red / -10 Magenta / -100 Yellow 
3.  Save image in jpg, which will flatten the layers for you.   
4.  Next, import image into Painter and then File > Quick Clone the image 
5.  Shrink the original document for Painter reference.  Then create a new layer and label it PenWash. 
6.  Create yet another layer and label it Characoal.  These layers allows for easy editing  of the image as you create it. 
7.  Build your PenWash brush by going to brush menu (first set of boxes at upper right of taskbar and select Cloners 
8.  Scroll down the next menu for Bristle Cloner 
9.  Adjust the Bristle Cloner settings to:  2.1size / 20 opacity / 57 restat / 70 bleed / 2.7 feature.  Go to far right box and  
     select  "save variant" and name your brush PenWash.  This will save the settings that are adjustable while you work. 
10.  Do the same by going to Brush Menu > Charcoal > Gritty Characoal  and build your charcoal brush with 
       5.4 size / 50 opacity / 20 Grain / 100 resat / 0 Bleed / 0 Jitter.  Again, got to "save variant," save as "Olde Charcoal." 
11.  Work with PenWash brush first on Pen Wash Layer, and scuplt/draw the eyes, nose and mouth, but lightly. 
12.  Work with Olde Charcoal Brush  as second phase to create diagonal, "crosshatch" lines that "pop out" the face  
       from the background.  You are actually building up your shadow areas, and defining your subject.  Again, work light. 
13.  Go back to PenWash Layer and brush and finish rework to bring out cheeks and neck. 
14.  Save file as Photoshop file for Printing on handmade stained, distressed paper "background." You are done!   
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